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同达插班生英语（孔老师）强化班测试(一)

姓名 教学点 得分

I. Multiple choice (please choose the best answer from the four choices) 50*2=100

1. Shoes of this kind are ______ to slip on wet ground.

A) feasible B) appropriate C) apt D) fitting

2.We’ll be very careful and keep what you’ve told us strictly______.

A) rigorous B) confidential C) private D) mysterious

3.What you say now is not ______ with what you said last week.

A) persistent B) insistent C) permanent D) consistent

4. All the people in the stadium cheered up when they saw hundreds of colorful balloons ______ slowly into the

sky.

A) elevating B) lingering C) ascending D) escalating

5. The financial problem of this company is further ______ by the rise in interest rates.

A) increased B) aggravated C) reinforced D) strengthened

6.We shall probably never be able to ______ the exact nature of these sub-atomic particles.

A) assert B) ascertain C) notify D) impart

7. He is the only person who can ______ in this case, because the other witnesses were killed mysteriously.

A) charge B) accuse C) testify D) rectify

8. Grain production in the world is ______ , but still millions go hungry.

A) soaring B) staggering C) shrinking D) suspending

9. The medicine ______ his pain but did not cure his illness.

A. mediated B. deteriorated C. activated D. alleviated

10.Astronauts are ______ all kinds of tests before they are actually sent up in a spacecraft.

A) bound to B) prone to C) subjected to D) inclined to

11. Even sensible men do ______ things sometimes.

A) apt B) abrupt C) acute D) absurd

12. The commission would find itself ______ at every turn if its members couldn’t reach an agreement.

A) collided B) hampered C) savaged D) crumbled
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13.An energy tax would curb ordinary air pollution, limit oil imports and cut the budget ______ .

A) deficit B) discrepancy C) defect D) disposition

14. All the ceremonies at the 2000 Olympic Games had a unique Australian flavor, ______ of their multicultural

communities.

A) noticeable B) conspicuous C) implicit D) indicative

15.Military orders are ______ and cannot be disobeyed.

A) defective B) alternative C) imperative D) conservative

16.When supply exceeds demand for any product, prices are _______to fall.

A) timely B) liable C) simultaneous D) subject

17.The results are hardly_______; he cannot believe they are accurate.

A) crucial B) critical C) contrary D) credible

18.The music aroused an _______feeling of homesickness in him.

A) intrinsic B) intentional C) intermittent D) intense

19. This new laser printer is ________with all leading software.

A) competitive B) cooperative C) compatible D) comparable

20.Many types of rock are_______ from volcanoes as solid, fragmentary material.

A) ejected B) injected C) propelled D) flung

21. More than 85 percent of French Canada's population speaks French as a mother tongue and ______to the

Roman Catholic faith.

A) ascribes B) subscribes C) adheres D) caters

22.With prices________ so much, it is difficult for the school to plan a budget.

A) vibrating B) swinging C) fluctuating D) fluttering

23. ________that the demand for power continues to rise at the current rate, it will not be long before traditional

sources become inadequate.

A) Concerning B) Regarding C) Ascertaining D) Assuming

24.We find that some birds _____twice a year between hot and cold countries.

A) migrate B) emigrate C) transfer D) commute

25.As visiting scholars, they _______willingly to the customs of the country they live in.

A) submit B) commit C) conform D) subject
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26. Europe’s earlier industrial growth was ______ by the availability of key resources, abundant and cheap labor,

coal, iron ore, etc.

A) constrained B) detained C) remained D) sustained

27. As the trial went on, the story behind the murder slowly ______ itself.

A) convicted B) released C) haunted D) unfolded

28.We’ve just installed a fan to ______ cooking smells from the kitchen.

A) eject B) exclude C) expel D) exile

29. Retirement is obviously a very complex ______ period; and the earlier you start planning for it, the better.

A. transformation B) transmission C) transaction D) transition

30.Mutual respect for territorial ______ is one of the bases upon which our two countries develop relationships.

A) unity B) integrity C) entirety D) reliability

31. The damage to my car was ______ in the accident, but I have a lingering fear even today.

A) insufficient B) ignorant C) ambiguous D) negligible

32. Very few people could understand the lecture the professor delivered because its subject was very ______.

A) obscure B) indefinite C) dubious D) intriguing

33. Diamonds have little ______ value and their price depends almost entirely on their scarcity.

A) intrinsic B) eternal C) subtle D) inherent

34. He suggested that we put the scheme into effect, for it is quite ______.

A) probable B) sustainable C) feasible D) eligible

35. It is one thing to locate oil, but it is quite another to ______ and transport it to the industrial centers.

A) permeate B) extract C) distinguish D) concentrate

36. Students are expected to be quiet and ______ in an Asian classroom.

A) obedient B) overwhelming C) skeptical D) subsidiary

37. Creating so much confusion, Mason realized he had better make ______ what he was trying to tell the

audience.

A) exclusive B) explicit C) objective D) obscure

38. One of the examination questions ______ me completely and I couldn’t answer it.

A) baffled B) mingled C) provoked D) diverted
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39. It is reported that thirty people were killed in a ______ on the railway yesterday.

A) collision B) collaboration C) corrosion D) confrontation

40. Since a circle has no beginning or end, the wedding ring is accepted as a symbol of ______ love.

A) successive B) consecutive C) eternal D) insistent

41. Executives of the company enjoyed an ______ lifestyle of free gifts, fine wines and high salaries.

A) exquisite B) extravagant C) exotic D) eccentric

42.Many great scientists ______ their success to hard work.

A) portray B) ascribe C) impart D) acknowledge

43. The sign set up by the road ______ drivers to a sharp turn.

A) alerts B) refreshes C) pleads D) diverts

44. The doctors don’t ______ that the patient will live much longer.

A) monitor B) manifest C) articulate D) anticipate

45. Call your doctor for advice if the ______ persist for more than a few days.

A) responses B) signals C) symptoms D) reflections

46.We find it impossible to ______ with the latest safety regulations.

A) accord B) unify C) obey D) comply

47. Professor Smith and Professor Brown will ______ in presenting the series of lectures on American literature.

A) alter B) alternate C) substitute D) exchange

48.You cannot imagine how ______ I feel with my duties sometimes.

A) overflowed B) overthrown C) overwhelmed D) overturned

49.When construction can begin depends on how soon the ______ of the route is completed.

A) conviction B) identity C) orientation D) survey

50. The government ______a heavy tax on tobacco, which aroused opposition from the tobacco industry.

A) pronounced B) imposed C) complied D) prescribed


